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Recommendation  
• Proactively address major structural changes in the private transportation industry (TNCs and 

shuttles) that continue to create significant public safety issues, traffic and congestion in and 
around Old Town. 

• Implement several, strategic paid/permitted Drop and Load Parking and Staging (DLS) Zones 
on Main Street during the peak winter season (4 months). 

• Prohibit Ground Transportation vehicles and other commercial traffic from pick up and drop off 
on Main Street, except for the permitted DLS Zones.  

• Create unpaid DLS Zones off Main during the peak winter season (4 months). 
• The elevated management approach will require a new ordinance to amend Licensing, Parking 

Codes, and Fee Schedules.  
 
Background 
Major structural changes have occurred in the private transportation industry creating considerable 
public safety and quality of life impacts in Old Town. With new technology (TNCs), coupled with 
intentional legislative deregulation, PCMC’s local licensing program is broken and stands little 
chance to help forward community priorities of transportation and sustainability if left unchanged. In 
addition, Council continues to articulate a focus on the following goals: improve public safety, 
reduce congestion and impacts of commercial districts on residential neighborhoods, and promote 
transit. Staff believes an elevated Old Town Circulation including a curbside management program 
will forward those goals.  In addition, staff believes the management program will provide equal or 
better access to visitors of Main Street businesses.     
 
As Park City’s economy has grown, so too has the volume of visitors, spending, vehicle trips, and 
traffic and congestion (Exhibit E summary, more information can be found: link to sales tax info). 
The 2019 numbers are in, but not compiled at this time. Since 2011, occupancy has grown over 14 
percent.  Total sales more than doubled since 2007, with the winter outperforming the busiest 
summer months by 3x, and the rest of the year by over 4x. One of the unintended consequences 
has been the increase in the number of vehicles accessing Main Street – pick and drop off, double 
parking, circling neighborhoods, idling, and parking.  In 2011 and 2017, for example, between the 
hours of 8PM and 10PM, for-hire vehicles (taxis, rideshares, etc.) and hotel shuttles (collectively 
ground transportation vehicles, or GT’s) accounted for approximately 40-50% of all traffic on Main 
Street (Exhibit F). 
 
Although the Parking Code allows the City Manager to establish parking zones and fee schedules, 
the gravity of the recommended changes necessitates additional public input and Council support. 
Parking violations would be assessed for those using the DLS Zones without a permit, and moving 
violations for the most serious offenses regularly occurring on Main Street - double parking in the 
public right of way. Additional resources are necessary to provide effective levels of enforcement.  
 
Analysis 
Curbside management is a part of our overall transportation strategy and, when executed 
efficiently and strategically, help many of the community’s environmental, traffic and congestion, 

https://www.parkcity.org/departments/budget-debt-grants/sales-tax
https://parkcity.municipalcodeonline.com/book?type=ordinances#name=9-8_Deliveries_And_Short-Term_Use


parking, and public safety goals. Curbside regulations, restrictions, and/or policies are mentioned 
in several adopted plans for Park City Municipal, including the 2017 Parking Management Plan 
and Transportation Demand Management Plan. 
 
The curbside program would implement Paid DLS Zones; continue to allow free, 15 minute parking 
at them during the day until 5:00 pm. After 5:00 pm, zones are restricted to drop/load with permit 
only, and continue with 15 minute staging at the Post Office and 350 Main Zones. Below is a list of 
the proposed paid and unpaid DLS Zones (Exhibit A).  

 
It is important to note that staff has conducted multiple meetings with businesses, stakeholders, 
TNC’s, including public meetings and staff reports, (Exhibit G). In other words, the proposed 
management program is the culmination of several years’ worth of work. However, the expansion 
from 5 to 8, paid DLS Zones has not been formally discussed with the HPCA. 
 
Funding & Enforcement 
Creation of the paid DLS program costs approximately $25,000, achieved with a combination of 
Parking, Streets and Economic Development budget. This is the basic cost for signs and paint, not 
amenities like benches. Costs for the non-paid areas including converting Bob Wells are harder to 
project, but should roughly be another $15,000.   
 
The Parking Dept. will be primarily responsible for enforcement (Exhibit C), with support from 
Police (Exhibit D). Staff is unsure of the long term costs, or if permit fees can/should offset costs. In 
terms of Police services, Staff recommends Tier 3, and built the cost of the permits from this 
estimate (One additional police officer to work Main Street during peak days and weekends). Staff 
is concerned 3 day/week enforcement may not meet community expectations.  
 
Recommendation 
1) Peak Season Old Town Circulation Management Program (4 monthss – winter ski 
season) (Ex. A): 
• Create several strategically located paid/permitted DLS Zones on Main Street. 
• Prohibit ground transportation vehicles and other commercial traffic from pick up and drop off 

on Main Street without permit for DLS Zone.   
• Create several strategically located free/non permitted DLS spaces off of Main Street, 

including spaces for oversize vehicles (larger than sprinter/15 passenger vans), which are 
increasingly common and disruptive to Old Town circulation. 

Location
# parking 

spots 
$/spot/ 

day
forgone rev. 

4 mo
Brew Pub, 3 $20 $7,200
Chimayo 3 $20 $7,200
Post Office* 0 $0 $0
Tupelo/ Museum 3 $20 $7,200
Zoom/7th Street 3 $20 $7,200

(sub) total 12 $28,800

Spur, 350 Main* 3 $20 $7,200
Flanagan's 3 $20 $7,200
Bear Bench 3 $20 $7,200

(sub) total 9 $21,600
total 21 $50,400

* ok for staging after 9 pm ** ok for oversize vehicles

Swede parallel spots** at KPCW 9 $0 $0
Bob Wells Plaza 17 $9 $18,360

26 $18,360

combined 47 $68,760

Recommended Base Paid/Permitted DLS Zones 

Expanded Paid Zones Option

 DLS, No Permit or Payment



• Subsequently, adopt necessary ordinances to amend Licensing, Parking Codes and Fee 
Schedules at a future meeting. 

Pros:  
• Improves traffic flow, pedestrian safety, and emergency response; reduces double parking  
• Provides premium, “preferred” Main Street pick up/drop offs; flexible, 15 minute daytime parking. 
• Lodging and many For-Hire industry support, provided there is consistent enforcement;  
• Provides centralized drop/load staging locations for non DLS parking permit holders and oversized 

vehicles; and 
• Approximately even distribution of paid and unpaid spaces. 
Cons:  
• Displaces 9 additional paid parking spots, which exceeds the 12 originally supported by HPCA. The 

HPCA has not had the opportunity to discuss the expansion. 
• Enforcement will be expensive and difficult. 

 
2) Alternative - Create Additional non-paid/permitted DLS Zones (Exhibit A) 
Council may consider expanding non-paid DLS locations to some or all of the following: 

 
 
Pros:  
• Enhances levels of service for non DLS permit holders and oversize vehicles. 
Cons:  
• Displaces significant, additional amount of paid parking (38) and revenue, and provides significantly 

more free DLS spots than paid spots.  
• Staff is unsure if Swede Alley has the vehicle capacity to operate such a program without impacting 

transit circulation. 
 
Permit Price 
Cost recovery goals versus willingness to subsidize the program are important considerations and 
worthy of Council discussion. The majority of the shuttle and for-hire community appear willing to 
pay as much as $200 for a DLS permit if there is consistent enforcement. See Exhibit A for 
analysis of possible costs. Staff recommends consideration of a range of $150-$200/permit. 
 
Attachments 
Exhibit A Drop, Load and Staging Zones. Costs 
Exhibit B TNC Act Summary 
Exhibit C Parking Enforcement Memo 
Exhibit D Police Enforcement Costs 
Exhibit E Occupancy and Sales Tax over Time, Summary 
Exhibit F L2 Information 
Exhibit G Recent Stakeholder Engagement 
Exhibit H Background of OTAC Discussion 

Brew Pub lot (portion)** 8 $9 $8,640
9th Street Turnaround** 0 $0 $0
Galleria 10 $2 $2,172
Historic wall Lot 20 $9 $21,600

sub total 38 $23,772
** ok for oversize vehicles

All options combined 85 $92,532

Expanded DLS Zones, no Permit
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